1967 - 1972 Ford Truck Fuse Panel Mounting Instructions
Stock Lower Fusebox
Mounting Hole

NEW AAW application

New AAW Fusebox
1/8” Mounting Hole

Original application

As Viewed From Under the Dash

NOTE:
1. The installation and placement of your new AAW fusebox is very easy and straightforward. On this page to the upper right, you
will find a photograph of the stock firewall with the original fusebox removed exposing the lower mounting hole as it was used to
mount the original fusebox (the original upper hole is not in the photo). You will utilize this stock lower mounting hole and will have
to drill one new mounting hole. Using the new AAW fusebox as your guide, and the one original mounting hole as shown above in
the upper LH photograp, attach the fusebox to the firewall using one of the two mounting screws (found in the 510369 loose piece
dash kit) that have been provided for you. Using a long pick, pencil, (or whatever you choose), mark the place for you to drill the
new 1/8” hole in your firewall (it will be necessary for you to remove a small portion of your firwall pad exposing the metal portion
where you will mark and drill your firewall) by inserting the pick or pencil into the other mounting hole on the fusebox and leaving a
mark on the firewall. Once you have made your mark, remove the fusebox from the firewall and drill your new hole. Now, re-install
your fusebox to the firewall in the original hole as well as your new 1/8“ hole, using the two provided mounting screws.
2. Be sure to check for clearances of any accessories that you might be adding. The stock clutch and brake pedal assembly pose
no concerns at all when mounted in this location.
3. Your new AAW dash/main harness is designed to route exactly the same way as your original dash harness did. Once the
fusebox has been attached to the firewall of the truck, the harness routes up and over top of the pedal carriage assembly and
snaps into the two retaining clips (in behind the speedometer assembly), then through the upper dash harness guide area above
the radio, and over to the heater box and RH door jamb areas. Please take time to keep it away from any moving items.
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